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Magnetic flows on homogeneous spaces

Alexey V. Bolsinov* and Bozidar Jovanovic**

Abstract. We consider magnetic geodesic flows of the normal metrics on a class ofhomogeneous

spaces, in particular adjoint orbits of compact Lie groups. We give the proof of the non-
commutative integrability of flows and show, in addition, for the case of adjoint orbits, the usual
Liouville integrability by means of analytic integrals. We also consider the potential systems
on adjoint orbits, which are generalizations of the magnetic spherical pendulum. The complete
integrability of such system is proved for an arbitrary adjoint orbit of a compact semisimple Lie
group.

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000). 70H06, 37J35, 53D25.
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1. Introduction

Let Q be a smooth manifold with a Riemannian metric g (gij). Consider an

arbitrary local coordinate system x1 x" and pass from velocities x' to momenta

pj by using the standard transformation pj jgjlr, Then x', pj (i 1, n)
represent a local coordinate system on the cotangent bundle T* Q and the standard

symplectic form on T*Q reads a> Yl^Pi A dx'. The corresponding canonical
Poisson brackets are given by

The equations of the geodesic flow have the Hamiltonian form on (T*Q, co y.

(1)
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where the Hamiltonian H is

1 " 1 "
H(x, p) - ^2 glJPiPj ~Yh Sijxlx}. (2)

• • f I i,j=1

Here are the coefficients of the tensor inverse to the metric.
The geodesic flow can be interpreted as the inertial motion of a particle on Q with

the kinetic energy given by (2). The motion of the particle under the influence of the

additional magnetic field given by a closed 2-form

£2 Fij(x)dxl \ dx'.
1 <i < j<n

is described by the following equations:

dx1 dH dpi dH A dH
— — ~ T / /'] / (3)

dt dpi dt dx1 j' 3pj

The equations (3) are Hamiltonian with respect to the "twisted" symplectic form
co + p*£2, where p ' T*Q Q is the natural projection. Namely, the new Poisson
bracket is given by

{/. il {/ g}o + Y Fij (4)
i / I

"P;

and the Hamiltonian equations / {/, //} read (3).
The flow (3) is called magnetic geodesicflow on the Riemannian manifold (Q, g)

with respect to the magnetic field £2. For simplicity, we shall refer to (4) as a magnetic
Poisson bracket and to (T*Q, co + |>*Û) as a magnetic cotangent bundle.

Outline and results of the paper. Our work has been inspired by a recent paper
by Efimov [15] in which he proved the non-commutative integrability of magnetic
geodesic flows on adjoint orbits of compact Lie groups We observed that using the

approach developed in |7|, [8] one can extend this result to a wider class of homogeneous

spaces and construct, in many cases, complete algebras of commuting integrals.
Besides, this technics turned out to be useful in the theory of integrable magnetic potential

systems. Such systems on Stiefel and Grassmann manifolds of two-dimensional
planes in M" and complex projective spaces were studied in [30], [32],

In Section 2, we recall the concept of non-commutative integrability suggested

by Mishchenko and Fomenko [25] and its relation with the Hamiltonian group action
established in [7]. In Section 3 we introduce a class of homogeneous spaces G/Fl
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admitting a natural G-invariant magnetic field. Briefly, this construction can be

explained as follows. Let G be a compact Lie group, H its closed subgroup and

I and 0 denote the Lie algebras of II and G, respectively. Suppose that a e f)

is //-adjoint invariant. In particular, II c Ga, where Ga c G is the G-adjoint
isotropy group of a. Consider the adjoint orbit 0(a) through a endowed with the
standard Kirillov-Kostant symplectic form C«K (we can naturally identify adjoint
and coadjoint orbits by the use of Ado-invariant scalar product on 0). Then we have

the canonical submersion of homogeneous spaces a : GIH -> G/Ga 0(a) and
the closed two-form Q ct*L!kk gives us the required magnetic held on G/H. In
particular, for H Ga we obtain an adjoint orbit with magnetic term being the

Kirillov-Kostant form.

We prove the non-commutative integrability of geodesic magnetic flows of the
normal metrics (Theorem 2) on G/H and show, in addition, that for the case of
adjoint orbits one can find enough commuting analytic integrals (Theorem 3). Hie
proof is based on recent results concerning geodesic flows on homogeneous spaces
[6], [8], [23],

In Section 4, we study the motion of a particle on coadjoint orbits under the
influence of an additional potential force field. For the Lie algebra so (3), the system
represents the magnetic spherical pendulum. The generalization of the magnetic
spherical pendulum to the complex projective spaces is obtained in [32],

In Section 5, we give a representation of the system in the semidirect product
0 ©ad 0 and, following the bi-Hamiltonian approach, prove its complete integrability
for adjoint orbits of compact semisimple Lie groups (Corollary 2, Theorem4). Various

aspects of representations of (polarized) coadjoint orbits in semidirect products as

magnetic cotangent bundles are studied in [26], [19], [13], [30], [2].

Let us emphasize that in the present paper we consider integrability as a qualitative
phenomenon: the phase space of the system is foliated almost everywhere by isotropic
invariant tori with quasiperiodic dynamics. Sometimes this property is not the same

as the classical integrability, i.e., existence of explicit formulae for solutions. The

simplest example that demonstrates the difference between two types of integrability
is the magnetic geodesic flow on a compact constant negative curvature surface.

We can represent the geodesies explicitly as projections of magnetic lines from the

hyperbolic 2-plane (lines of constant geodesic curvature), but the restriction of the

flow onto energy levels H > ha- are Anosov flows, while the restriction onto energy
levels H < ha- are analytically integrable, where ha is some critical level of energy
(e.g., see [17], [33]).
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2. Integrable systems related to Hamiltonian actions

There are a lot of examples of integrable Hamiltonian systems with n degrees of freedom

that admit more than « (noncommuting) integrals. Then, under some assumptions,

the n dimensional Lagrangian tori are foliated by lower dimensional isotropic
tori. This happens in the case of the so-called non-commutative integrability studied

by Nekhoroshev [27] and Mishchenko and Fomenko [25] (see also [7], [35]).
Let M be a Poisson manifold and F be a Poisson subalgebra of Cm{M\. Suppose

that in the neighborhood of a generic point x we can find exactly 1 independent
functions f\ J g F and the corank of the matrix {J), fj} is equal to some
constant r. Then numbers 1 and r are called differential dimension and differential
index of IF and they are denoted by ddimF and dindF, respectively. The algebra F
is called complete if:

ddimF + dindF dim M + corank {•, •

If F is any algebra of functions, then we shall say that A c 'F is a complete
subalgebra if

ddim.4 + dindA ddimF + dindF.

The Hamiltonian systemx X// (x) is completely integrable in the non-commutative

sense if it possesses a complete algebra of first integrals F. Then (under compactness

condition) M is almost everywhere foliated by (dindF — corank {•, ^-dimensional

invariant isotropic tori. Similarly as in the Liouville theorem, the tori are filled
up with quasi-periodic trajectories.

Mishchenko and Fomenko stated the conjecture that non-commutative integrable
systems x A //fx) are integrable in the usual commutative sense by means of
integrals from A that belong to the same functional class as the original non-commutative
algebra of integrals. The conjecture is proved in smooth case [7]. In the analytic
case, when F span {./) /?} is a fmite-dimensional Lie algebra, the conjecture

has been proved by Mishchenko and Fomenko in the semisimple case and just
recently by Sadetov [31] for arbitrary Lie algebras.

Now, let a connected compact Lie group G act on a 2«-dimensional connected

symplectic manifold (M, a>). Suppose the action is Hamiltonian with the momentum
mapping f;M ->fSj (f® is the dual space of the Lie algebra g, we use the

identification by means of Ado-invariant scalar product {•, • on g).
Consider the following two natural classes of functions on M. Let F\ be the set

of functions in C°°(M) obtained by pulling-back the algebra C°( g i by the moment

map Fj <I>;C~Mgi. Let F2 be the set of G-invariant functions in Hie
mapping / h* / o <h is a morphism of Poisson structures:

{/ o <$>, g 0 ch}(x) {/, g}s(r}), n <b(x),
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where {•, • }sl is the Lie-Poisson bracket on g:

{/.g)fl(h) <FW fM? Vg(rç)]), f,g: g M.

Thus, Fi is closed under (he Poisson bracket. Since G acts in a Hamiltonian way,
F2 is closed under the Poisson bracket as well. The second essential fact is that
h o <b commute with any G-invariant function (the Noether theorem). In other words:

{Fi,F2} 0.

The following theorem, although it is a reformulation of some well-known facts
about the momentum mapping (e.g., see [16]), is fundamental in the considerations
below (see [7] for more details).

Let A c C00^) be a Lie subalgebra and {h o d>, S g A} the pull-back
of A by the momentum mapping. Then we have:

Theorem 1. (i) The algebra offunctions Fi + F2 is complete:

ddim(F[ + F2) + dind(Fi + F2) dimM.

The dimension ofregular invariant isotropic tori, common level sets offunctionsfrom
Fi + F2, is equal to

dim Gp — dim Gx,

for generic x g M, p <b(x) (Gß and Gx denotes the isotropy groups of G action
at n and x).

(ii) <b*,A + F2 is a complete algebra on M ifand only if A is a complete algebra
on a generic adjoint orbit O(p) c 4>(M).

(iii) If 33 is complete (commutative) subalgebra o/F2 and A is complete (commutative)

algebra on the orbit O(p), for generic p g #(M) then <b*,A + -B is complete
(commutative) algebra on M.

Notice that instead of commutative subalgebras one usually consider sets of
commuting functions. Clearly, each commutative set generates a certain commutative
subalgebra. The notions of completeness, ddim and dind for a commutative set are

defined just in the same way as above.

3. Magnetic geodesic flows

Let G be a compact connected Lie group with the Lie algebra g TeG. Let us fix
some bi-invariant metric ds^ on G, i.e., Ado-invariant scalar product •, • on g. We

can identify g* and g by •, •

Consider an arbitrary homogeneous space G/H of the Lie group G. The metric
dsQ induces so called normal metric on G/H. We shall denote the normal metric
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also by dsg. By the use of JÉsf we identify T*G TG and T*(G/H) T(G/H).
Let f) be the Lie algebra of II and g Ii + n (he orthogonal decomposition. Then a
can be naturally identihed with T-,..iG//l) and T*(ei(G/II), where .7 : G > G Il
is the canonical projection.

Construction of the magnetic field. We introduce a class of homogeneous spaces

G/H having a natural construction of the magnetic term, consisting of pairs (G, //),
where // have one-point adjoint orbits. Let a g f) be the //-adjoint invariant. Then

H is a subgroup of the G-adjoint isotropy group Ga of a. The adjoint orbit 0(a)
through a carries the Kirillov-Kostant symplectic form £2rk • Then we have canonical
submersion of homogeneous spaces

a : G/S —* G/Ga 0(a)

and the closed two-form £2 ct*£2kk gives us the required magnetic field on G/H.
lire form £2 is G-invariant. From the definition of £2kk (see equation (10)) one

can easily prove that at the point n (e% £2 is given by

£i42eo /W)(G///) (5)

Below we give another natural description of the form £2.

Reduction. Consider the right action of the Lie subgroup H to G : (g, h) i-> gh,
g G G, h g H, and extend it to the right Hamiltonian action on T*G. After identification

h (r\ we get the momentum mapping

*:r*G^f), =prltf, ÇGfl.

Here prh denotes the orthogonal projection with respect to the invariant scalar product

It is well known that the symplectic reduced space vh—1 (0)/H is symplectomor-
phic to (T*(G/H), co), where a> is the canonical symplectic form on T*(G/H). On
the other side, the reduced spaces T" (« )///,, are diffeomorphic to the fibre bundles

over T*(G/H) with fibres being the //-adjoint orbit through a. In particular, if we
deal with one-point orbit 6 // (a) {a}, then the reduced space is symplectomorphic
to the magnetic cotangent bundle of G/H (see [1], [28]). Note that for connected H,
a is a //-adjoint invariant if and only if a belongs to the center of f).

Proposition 1. Let a g f) be the H-adjoint invariant and let e be a real parameter
Then the symplectic reduced space 4>_1 (ea)/H is symplectomorphic to the magnetic
cotangent bundle T*(G/H) endowed with the symplectic form m + ep*£2. Theform
£2 is G-invariant and at the point Ji(e) is given by (5).
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Proof. We only need to describe the magnetic term for e 1. Take a principal
connection a on the II -bundle G —> G / II. that is a h -valued 1 -form with the property
that the distribution I) ker a c TG (horizontal distribution) is //-invariant and

transversal to the orbit of //-action. For example we can take a such that D is

orthogonal to //-orbits with respect to the fixed bi-invariant metric. Then ag(X)
pr(l(>~' • X) and Dg g • u. Define the 1-form a„ {a, a) on G. The magnetic
form 12 is the unique 2-form determined by (see Kummer [20])

daa 7i*Çl.

Since a is a connection and a is //-invariant, the form 12 is well defined. Also, since

n is a submersion, <2 is closed but need not be exact.
For a vector X £ II G we have the unique decomposition X Xh + XV, into the

horizontal part Xh g • u and the vertical part Xv & g f). The alternative description
of the magnetic term is

Q^iX, Y) {a, ßg(X\ #)), X. Y £ Tm)(G/H) (6)

where Xh, Yh £ TgG are horizontal lifts of X and Y and ß is the curvature of the
connection (h-valued 2-form on G).

Let Xh, Yh be arbitrary extensions of Xh, Yh to horizontal vector fields. Then

ß(Xh, Yh) -a([X'\ Y'1])

where [is the commutator of vector fields. Now, by taking the left-invariant
extensions of Xh and Y we come to the expression

ß(X'\ Yh) - pr^g"1 • Xh, g-1 • Yh], (7)

where [-, •] is the Lie algebra commutator.
Idie horizontal lifts of £j. 40 e n Tn^ (G/H) to g I',. G are exactly gi and §2

considered as elements of g. Whence, from relations (6) and (7) we get the required
expression (5) for the magnetic form & at jt (<?).

Note that the above magnetic cotangent bundles of the homogeneous spaces
naturally appear in the symplectic induction procedure over a point (See [13]).

lire natural left G-action on T* G commutes with the right //-action and leaves the

preimage fi/_1(^a) invariant. Thus, from the well-known formula for the momentum
mapping of the left G-action on T*G we get

Lemma X» The momentum mapping

®e:T*iG/m^8, (8)

of the natural G-action on T*(G/H) with respect to the symplectic form cd + cp*Q.
is given by

éftM n) A(Ml + ®»i T] £0. g - T) £ T*{g)(G/H).
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Magnetic geodesic flows of normal metrics. The Hamiltonian function of the

geodesic flow of the normal metric 4sq is simply given by

tfo ^o.$o}. (9)

Now, let Ff be the algebra of all analytic, polynomial in momenta, functions of
the form

Ff [P 9 4%,« p G Iii;]}
and be the algebra of all analytic, polynomial in momenta, G-invariant functions
on T*(G/H). Then

{Ff,F2}e =0,
where {•, • }¥ are magnetic Poisson bracket with respect to œ + ep*Q.

Consider the Hamiltonian II, \ (<be. <I>, i ffj We have

1 ,1
H,(g n) -(Adg T), Adg r)) + ê(Adg tf, Adg a) +* -(Adg a, Adg a)

»Î
H0(g • n) + e -{a, a) H0(g r§ + const,

where we used that // t n is orthogonal to a g h. Thus, we see that Hamiltonian
flows of Ho and II, coincides: / {/, /lo}, {/, II,},. Since II, belongs to Ff its
commutes witli F2- On the other side, as a composition of the momentum mapping
with an invariant polynomial, the function He is also G-invariant and commutes with

Ff. Hence {H0, F,' + F2}g 0.

From the above consideration and Theorem 1 we get the following result. Let,
as before, G be a compact Lie group and H c G be a closed subgroup such that

Adh a a for a certain element a g f) c |.

Theorem 2. The magnetic geodesic flow of the normal metrics dsq on the homogeneous

space G/H with respect to the closed 2-form eL! given by (5) is completely
integrable in the non-commutative sense. The complete algebra offirst integrals is

Ff + F2.

Remark 1. The magnetic geodesic flow can be seen also as the reduction of the

geodesic flow of the bi-invariant metric ds^ from the invariant subspace 10 a to
<h~l(ea)/H T*(G/H). With the above notation, this means that each magnetic
geodesic line on G/H is the projection of a certain geodesic y it c G

y(t) go • exp((f + eajt), t g M.

where | G o and go is the initial position. In such a way, the integrability of the

magnetic geodesic flow can be also studied from the point of view of the symplectic
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reduction (see [18], [35]). More precisely, the reduction of the normal geodesic

system from T*G to the Poisson manifold (T*G)/H is completely integrable in
non-commutative sense (see Zung [35]). Since the symplectic leaves in (T*G)/H
are Marsden-Weinstein reduced spaces, it appears that the symmetry reduction for
a generic value of the momentum map yields a system which is integrable in the
non-commutative sense. The interpretation of these reduced systems in terms of the

Yang-Mills analogue of the Lorentz force is well known (e.g., see [16]). The magnetic
bundle d>~l(ca)/H, in general, corresponds to a singular leaf in (T*G)/H and in
this case some complementary work has to be given to prove the integrability.

Magnetic geodesic flows on adjoint orbits. Consider the (co)adjoint action of G
and the G-orbit 0(a) through an element a e fl. In what follows, we shall use the

representation of the adjoint orbit as a homogeneous space G/H, where H Ga
is the isotropy group of a. Since G is a compact connected Lie group, Ga is also

connected (e.g, see [16], page 259). We have

ann(a) {§ g p, If, a] 0} TeGa.

By definition, the Kirillov-Kostant symplectic form Ckk on G/Ga is a G-
invariant form, given at the point n(e) g G/Ga by

ÖKK®r= -(ö. [It®])- it,Ii E annun • |o. ri|. (10)

where ft, f? are considered as tangent vectors to the orbit at 7t(e). It follows from
Proposition 1 that the Kirillov-Kostant form can be seen as a magnetic form obtained
after right symplectic Ga -reduction of T*G as well.

From Theorem 2 we recover the Ehmov result [15] (see also [9]):

Corollary 1. Let G be a compact Lie group and a g p. The magnetic geodesic flows
of normal metric dsq on the (co)adjoint orbit 0(a) G/Ga with respect to the

magneticform cL!kk is completely integrable in the non-commutative sense.

Remark 2. For a generic // g ann(a)1- we have equality dim G,;+f(, dim G,; for
all f g K (see [8], [23]). It implies that the dimension of the regular invariant tori
does not depend on < and is equal to

dindjF]6 + ff) dim G,; — dim(Ga),;, (11)

for a generic element q g ami(a)-1- (see [6]). Therefore, the influence of the magnetic
fields < Ckk. c g M reflects as a deformation of the foliation of the phase space
(T*®(a)i a) + gp*L!kk) by invariant isotropic tori. As the magnetic held increases,
the magnetic geodesic lines become more curved.
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Example 1. On the unit round sphere (see the next section), the magnetic geodesic
lines are circles on the sphere. It can be easily proved that for the motion with unit
velocity, the radius of the circles is equal to rf arclg(pq As |e| tends to infinity,

re tends to zero, and as f tends to zero, then re tends to

Commutative integrability. To prove the commutative integrability, we use the

argument shift method developed by Mischenko and Fomenko [ 24] as a generalization
of Manakov's construction [21],

Let M[ß]° be the algebra of Ado-invariant polynomials on q. Then the polynomials

{p( + kr). X G K, p G M[j]g} (12)

obtained from the invariants by shifting the argument are in involution with respect
to the Lie-Poisson bracket [24], Furthermore, for every adjoint orbit in ci, one can
find r g, such that Ac is a complete commutative set of functions on this orbit.
For regular orbits it is shown in [24], For singular orbits there are several different
proofs, see [22], [11], [5], Thus, the argument shift method allows us to construct a

complete commutative subalgebra in .T'[.
The G-invariant, polynomial in momenta functions on T*(G/H) are in one-to-

one correspondence with Ad#-invariant polynomials on u, via their restrictions to

i,r m G/// u. Within this identification, from (4), (5) and Thimm's formula for

f 0 [34], the magnetic Poisson bracket {•.•}« on T*(G/H) corresponds to the

following bracket on K[Ö]H

+ /.«ein5, (13)

where IF:.[ u ]/7 denotes the algebra of Ad# -invariant polynomials on n.

It is interesting that

A,,.^ =Xï[,-}g+M'. + (14)

is a pencil of the compatible Poisson brackets on R| m\". Here

{/. gm -<«, tyftv). vg(b)]>, /, g G mf- (i5>

By the use of the pencil (14) and tlie completeness criterion derived in [5], for the

case of adjoint orbits, i.e, when H Ga and o ann(a j1- one can conclude that the
collection of Casimir functions of all the brackets Ayx, X e K:

£a pin + iü)s x M, P £ M[fl|°, J) g annÇï)1} (16)

is a complete commutative subset in IFIanni«)1 \('" with respect to the canonical
bracket Ayo- If a is regular in 0 then Ga is a maximal torus. In this case the

completeness of Sia can be easily verified (e.g., see |6|, [8]). Anontrivial generalization to
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singular orbits of classical groups is done in [8], [12] and by Mykytyuk and Panasyuk
for a general case [23]. Namely, it is proved that all (complexified) brackets Ajq;j»
have the same corank in a generic point y G annCa)1, equal to (11). It follows from
Theorem 1.1 [5 ] that (16) is a complete commutative algebra with respect to each

Poisson bracket (14) as well.
Whence, according Theorem 1, we get the following statement

Theorem 3. The magnetic geodesic flows of the normal metric dsq on the orbit
0(a) G/Ga, with respect to the magnetic field gfig-g is completely integrable in
the commutative sense, by means ofanalytic, polynomial in momenta first integrals

+ £a> where Ac and 33a are given by (12) and (16), respectively.

Tire commutative integrability of the magnetic flows on the complex projective
spaces is proved by Efimov in [14] (since the complex projective spaces are symmetric
spaces, in this case the algebra of JA is commutative).

The integrals 33a can be used for deforming the normal metric to a certain class

of G-invariant metrics on (9(a) with completely integrable magnetic geodesic flows.
Theorem 3 is announced in [9], where one can And the explicit description of the
deformed flows within the standard representation of the orbit Ö (d), as a submanifold
of 0.

Remark 3. If H is a subgroup of the isotropy group Ga, then the rank of the bracket

Ao, i, in general, is smaller then the rank of the other brackets from the pencil. Then
Theorem 1.1 [5] implies that Casimir functions of the brackets Ayx, k g M do

not form a complete set with respect to the magnetic bracket (13). In order to get
complete commutative algebra in (M[u]ff, A i .f one has to find enough additional
commutative functions among Casimirs of Ao, i.

4. Magnetic pendulum on adjoint orbits

From now on, we shall consider the orbit O (a) realised as a submanifold of 0. In this

representation, the geometry of Hamiltonian Hows on T*0(a) is studied by Bloch,
Brockett and Crouch [3], while G-invariant magnetic geodesic flows are studied in [9].

Tire tangent space at x Adg (a) is simply the orthogonal complement to ann(x).
Consider the cotangent bundle T'Oia) as a submanifold of 0 x 0:

T*0(a) {(x,p) ] x Adg(a),p g annjx)"1"},

with the paring between p g Tflö(a) anm.v) • and r) G TxO(a) given by p(i7)
(p, ij Then the canonical symplectic form a> on T*0(a) can be seen as a restriction
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of the canonical linear symplectic form of the ambient space g x ß

where />;, x,- are coordinates of p and x with respect to some base of ci.

Let I e fl and x Ad^(o). Since $x £ Adexp(ä|)(x)U=o [§,x], the

momentum mapping of the Hamiltonian G-action

g • (x,p) (AdgX, Adgp)

on (T*0(a), a§§ is given by the relation (T>o(-T. p%4\ iP> lx) (p> [£> -*]J • That
is,

p) [x, jsQ,

rfherefore, the momentum mapping (8), for e ^0, and normal metric Hamiltonian
read

<&e{x.p) [X,p] + X,
1

H0(x, p) -([x, p\. [x, p]}.

Magnetic spherical pendulum. As an example, consider the Lie group SO(3),
Tlie Lie algebra so(3) is isomorphic to the Euclidean space R3 with bracket operation
being the standard vector product. The adjoint orbits are spheres (x, x> const. Let
us consider the unit sphere S2 and its cotangent bundle T*S2 realized as a submanifold
of R6:

T*S2 {(x, p) G R6 I (pi {x, x> 1, (h (x. p) 0}. (17)

Hie momentum mapping of the natural SO(3)(3) action on <T*S2, o>) is <\>o

x. x p and the Hamiltonian of the normal metric rls(2 reduces to II \[p. p). This
is the kinetic energy of the unit mass particle motion on the sphere. Adding the magnetic

term gp*L!kk to the canonical form represents the influence of the magnetic
monopole with the force equal to ex x p. It is well known that two famous inte-
grable potential systems on the sphere remain integrable after including the magnetic
monopole, namely the spherical pendulum and the Neumann system. Let us consider
the spherical pendulum. Then the Hamiltonian of the system becomes:

H ^{p,p)-K{lx), (18)

where h is a constant unit vector. The equations of the motion of the particle with
the energy (18) under the influence of the magnetic force £x x p, in the redundant
variables (x, p) are

tl il - _x p, —p kh < x x p kx,
dt dt

where the reaction force kx is determined from the condition that the trajectory
i.vi/i. /ii/i! satisfies the constraints (p\ !s $$ 0. The system is completely
integrable due to the linear first integral / (b, x. x p f ex).
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Generalization to adjoint orbits. The natural generalization of the magnetic spherical

pendulum to the orbit 0(a) is the natural mechanical system with the kinetic

energy given by the normal metric d$% and the potential function V (x) —(b, x),
i.e., with Hamiltonian

H(x,p) ^([x,p], [x,p]) - (b,x),

under the influence of the magnetic force held given by eflKK, where £2kk is the
standard Kirillov-Kostant form. Similar systems on the complex projective spaces
are studied in [32],

Proposition 2. The equations of the magnetic pendulum, in redundant variables
(x, p), are given by

x [x, [/?,x]], (19)

P [p,[p,x]\ + e[x, p] + b - prann x
b, (20)

Proof. Tire equations of the geodesic flow of the normal metric are derived in [3] (see
also [9]). The flow is given by the equations:

x [.v. I//, .r]|, (21)

p [p,[p,x]\. (22)

Hie magnetic and potential forces have no influence to the equation (21), while
the second equation takes the form

P [p- [p.*']] + b + n + A, (23)

where the Lagrange multiplier A e ann(x) is determined from the condition that the

trajectory (x(t), p(t)) belongs to T*0(a), On the other side, the magnetic force fl
is equal to e[x, p\. For example, one can get this relation considering the magnetic
geodesic flow of the normal metric (i.e., V (x) m 0) and the conservation of the shifted
momentum map

<!>,. [x. p\ + [X, p\ + ex [x, [p, [p, x]] + n + A]

+ ||x. I p. -V ||. p\ + < |x. |p..v|| |x. n + [p. x| I 0.

In order to And A, take the (local) base ei(x),..., er(x) ofann(x)([<?f (x), x] 0),
which is orthonormal at x x. Tlien A Yl\=l The Lagrange multipliers
Xj are detennined from the conditions

'[ !> 0(x)) (/>. efx)) + p. èi(x)) =0, i 1 r (24)
dt
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From the identity [<g;(x), x] Owe have [<?;(x), x] + [<?;(x), x] [ê|(*),.x] +
|r;i.v!. [.v, [p, x]]]. On the other side, the Jacobi identity gives [x, [p, x]]]
[[[/?, x]< e\ ix i |. x], Therefore

vox + \ \/K x|. rox)| e ann(x), i 1 r. (25)

Finally, combining (23), (24) and (25), we get X, —(b, ei(x)), i.e,

~~ — P' ami J
^•

Ulis proves (20).

5. Integrability of magnetic pendulum

By the use of the momentum mapping dy the equations of motion of the magnetic
pendulum on the orbit O (a), can be rewritten in the symmetric form

x [<b6. x], (26)

4>f=IxM- (27)

The above system can be naturally understood via another representation of
(T*(9(a), co + ep*£ÜKK), as a coadjoint orbit in the dual space of the semidirect

product fl ©ad fl.

Realization of 7 *0(a) in (g ©„,| g)*. To prove the complete integrability below,
we shall introduce the semidirect product a ©ad fl in a slightly unusual way, by the
use of contraction of Lie algebras.

From now on we suppose that G is a compact semisimple Lie group. Then for
(•, •} we can take (he Killing form multiplied by —1. Let gL ß ® C. Then g'! is

a semisimple complex Lie algebra. Denote by go the real semisimple Lie algebra
obtained from g1 :

go fl©ifl- i2 -1.
Then dim go dim®, gc 2 dime g 2 dim g and

ranke g rank g r, rank go 2 rank g 2r.

Let pi p, be the set of basic homogeneous invariant polynomials on g
considered as complex invariant polynomials on gc. Then their real and imaginary parts
form a set of basic polynomial invariants on go.

The real algebra go has the symmetric pair decomposition: go g + ig:

Ig. 0] c 0, [0, ig] c )0, [z'0, ig] c 0,
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and one can consider the contraction of go: the real Lie algebra g,, with the same
linear space as go and the Lie bracket defined by

IH + in t. £2 + inuk ko. id I + ' I '/1 • Ii I + ''[$ l- ml e flit

is clear that g,, is the semidirect product g ©ad ig, where the second term ig is

considered as a commutative subalgebra.
Now, identify Jjjj with g,, and || with go by means of nondegenerate scalar product

(Ii + i n 1,f2 + i m) (It > I2 > - (111 m (28)

which is proportional to the Killing form of go- Then the differential of a smooth

function / on go (or g,, is V/|ç+,,; V>-/ — i Vf/- /' and the Lie-Poisson brackets

on go and g# become

{/, k}0o(l + in) (I + i>h [%/ - «%/, V|# - iV#Il
<1. [Vf/, Vçg] - [V,,/. V„g]> + fo,I¥t/ V„g] + [V?;/, Vf g]),

{/. kVI + m) (I + i© Ctft/ - iv!;/, Vjg - iv,g],)
(If [Vf/, Vçg]> + fo, [Vf /, V„g] + [V,/, Vfg]).

Note that a generic symplectic leaf (coadjoint orbit) in (g#f•, • }g„ has (he same
dimension as the orbit in go, that is 2 dim g — 2r (see [10]).

It is well known that the cotangent bundle to the orbit of the linear representation
of a Lie group to the vector space can be seen as a coadjoint orbit in the dual space
of the semidirect of the group with the vector space (e.g., see [16]). The similar
statement holds for the magnetic cotangent bundles:

Proposition 3. The mapping ©e : T*0(a) ->• (g ©ad ig)* given by

&e(x, p) <1», i.v. p) + ix (29)

is a symplectomorphism between T*0(a) endowed with the twisted symplecticform
m + p*£2kk and the coadjoint orbit of the element ca + is in (g ©ad ig)* endowed
with the canonical Kirillov-Kostant symplectic form.

Novikov and Schmeltzer have constucted such mapping for the orbits of coadjoint
representation of the three-dimensional Euclidean space motion group which are

symplectomorphic to the magnetic cotangent bundles of the sphere (see [26]). This

problem is further developed in [19], [13], [30], [2],

Proof. We use the following general statement. S uppose that we have a symplectic
manifold M endowed with a transitive Hamiltonian action of a certain Lie group K.
Consider the corresponding momentum mapping 0 : M 6*. Then from the standard

properties of a momentum mapping it follows that
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1) the image of © is a single coadjoint orbit O c 6*,

2) © : M -> O is a symplectic covering.
In our case we just need to describe the transitive Hamiltonian action of the

semidirect product G XAd iß on the cotangent bundle T*<9(a). Such an action
exists and is very natural. Indeed, let us consider first the standard action of G on the

cotangent bundle T*0(a). As we saw above, the corresponding momentum mapping
is exactly (I>f. Now we extend this action by adding the following action of the vector

space ß:

V (x, p) (x, p + prann(j)i(?/)), r) e ß, (30)

where x e Ö, p e T*G(a) annÇr)1. Whence the action of the whole semidirect

product G XAd iß on T*0(a) is given by:

(fs ir)) • (x, p) i Ad,, .v. Adg p + prann(Ad?.,-pti))). Ci*ii]) G xAd iß-

It is easy to verify that this formula defines an action and this action is Hamiltonian.
We know this for the first component, and the action of the second one (30) is generated
by translations along the Hamiltonian vector fields of the functions

S.v 1 -(x.ri).

(Notice that this flow is the same for all structures a> + ' £ K),
Thus the Hamiltonian with respect to m + (corresponding to an element

f 4~i f ß ©ad iß takes the form:

II.: y .v. p) fl.i.x. p) + 11, AX. p)

{%{%p), i> - {x, r]) (<I>, f.v. p) + ix, § + ir])

rfhis implies that the formula for the momentum mapping is given by (29), where

we use the natural identification of (ß ©ad iß)* and ß ®ad iß by means of the scalar

product (28).
Since the above action is obviously transitive, we conclude that 0 is a symplectic

covering over a certain coadjoint orbit. It is not hard to verify that ©, is one-to-one
with the image, and therefore is a global symplectomorphism, as required.

Compatible Poisson brackets and integrability. Since the Hamiltonian flow

/ {/ *}&

of lui- + if/) j(£. L-) — (b, r]) is given by

d
—$ + iT]) [//. b\ r]]. (31)
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from Proposition 3 we reobtain the equations (26), (27).
The flow (31) is completely integrable. This is related to the general construction

of integrable systems by the use of symmetric pair decompositions of Lie algebras
and compatibility of Poisson brackets {•, • }0O, {• -,

• }0e and {•, • }m, where

{/, ttat + in) (ib, LVç/ - iVnftvig - ivr/g])
{b, [V?/, yng] + [Vv/. V|g])

(Reyman [29], see also [5]).
Let 21 be the algebra of linear functions on ann(£>), lifted to the linear functions

on Qe'f

21 MpM + iï]) ß ami(b)}.

Further, let

23 [2\C(p/i./.i' + i.(ï] + >.2b)). 7Hv,(pj(ki; + i(r) + k2b)), lei, j 1 r},
(32)

where pj are basic invariant polynomials of the Lie algebra g Then 23 is commutative,

and 21 + IB is a complete (non-commutative) set of integrals of (31) (see [4]
or Theorem 1.5 in [5]).

From Proposition 3 we get

Corollary 2. The magnetic pendulum system (19), (20) is completely integrable on

a generic orbit O(a). The complete set of integrals is

<->.421 + 23) {./'(.'I', (.v. p) + ix), / g 21 + 23}.

Note that we can always construct a complete commutative subalgebra in 21 (more
precisely, in the symmetric algebra of 21, i.e. the polynomial algebra generated by
linear functions j), g 21). Thus we have complete commutative integrability. In
particular, if b is a regular element of g. then 21 is conunutative and contained in T>.

The integrability of the system (31) on the whole phase space Qe do not implies
directly the integrability on singular orbits. As usual (see, for instance [22], [11], [5]),
to prove the completeness of integrals on singular orbits, some additional analysis
has to be done.

Let 0(a) be an arbitrary orbit.

Theorem 4. For a generic regular element beg, the magnetic pendulum system on

(T*0(a), en + <7<T2kk i. described by equations (19), (20), is completely integrable.
The complete commutative set of integrals is

0*23 [2\t(pjfk[x, p] + cx + i(x + k2b))f 3m(pj(X[x, p] + ex + i(x + X2b))}.
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Proof. 0*23 is complete on (T*&(a), o> + '/AQkk) if and only if 93 is complete on
the coadjoint orbit 0f J'*(9 (a)).

Consider the pencil of compatible Poisson structures

Xi{- • + À2 ({ • • }g0 + { ' i '}i b) • A4, À2 G M, + /\-2 7^ 0.

The functions (32) are Casimir functions for A>.h>.,2, where k\ k-k) A 0, À2 A 0,

k fki/iki + A) [29]. Since we deal with analytic functions, we only need to

prove the completeness of 33 at one point in &e(T*0(a)), Also, the completeness of
33 for one element b implies the completeness for a generic h e g.

Consider the point ea + ia G 0r (T*0(a)) and take an arbitrary regular element
b g annù/). According Theorem 1.1 [5], 33 is complete at ea + ia with respect to
the Poisson bracket A1.0 {•, • }0„ it and only if

(Al) rank Aa,,à2 2dimg — 2r for all A (1, 0);

(A2) dim{§ + iq g ker Ayo I Ao,i(£ + irç.ker Ayo) 0} 2r.

Here the Poisson brackets A.^,.^ are taken at the point ea+ia and they are considered

as skew-symmetric bilinear forms on go. Furthermore, all objects are assumed to be

(again) complexified.
Since h is a regular element in g, it follows that ib is a regular element of the

Semisimple Lie algebra go:

ann0o (*'£>) ann0(A) + i annB(/;).

(ann0(A) is a maximal commutative subalgebra of g.)
The condition (Al), tor/,] + A A 0 is equivalent to the regularity of the elements

kea + ia + k2ib, k g C, k A 0, in (lie Lie algebra go. Tins follows easily from the

regularity of ib.
Now, consider the skew-symmetric form A., u. We have

A-u(fi - i m <§2 ~ i n2) -(gö + ia, H| - ir] 1, £2 ~ ' '/21» 1

+ (ea + ia, [fj - ir]1, £2 - ir]2])

+ Üb, IG1 - ' 01. £2 - / //21 >

-(ea, [m, îfg]| + (b, [£1,772] + Iftïlfel)

Therefore, £ — i r/ g ker A_u if and only if

[b, rf\ 0, [£, b] — [q, ea] 0.

The first equation yields q G ann0(A). On the other hand, since b g ann0(a), we have

[ann0(A), a] 0. Thus, the second equation reduces to [f, b] 0, i.e., £ g ann0(À)
and

dimker A_u 2r.
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It remains to verify (A2). We have

Ai,o(il - Hi,§2 - im) + ill. ft - it}\, & - ''/21")

(ea. ft»fel> + (a, ft. V2\ + fc,Ml-
Similarly as above f — ftp belongs to ker Apo if and only if ft a] 0, | //, a] 0,

i.e.,
ker Ai,o annfl(a) + i ann0(ä).

We need to find the dimension of the space

K — ir) e ker Ayo | Aoftf - ir), ker Apo) 0}

{f — ir) g ker Apo | mi + ia + ib, [£ ~ ft anri0(a) + i annfl(a)]) 0}

{£ — iiI G ker Apo | (ib, — it], amig(o! + i ami0(ö)]) 0}.

Whence, K consists of those elements in anng(7/ + i anng(7/ which commute
with ib. But, since ib is a regular element of go, we And dim K 2r. The theorem
is proved.

Remark 4. From Corollary 2, by taking b 0, we get complete integrability of the

magnetic geodesic flows of normal metrics on regular orbits 0(a). It is interesting
that in this case we have

©*5t,

and 0*21 coincides with the set of commuting G-invariant functions on 7'*0(7/)
obtained by shifting of argument (16):

33a

In this sense, remarkably, the shifting of argument method [24] can be seen as a

particular case of the method of contraction of Lie algebras [4], [10]. By modifying
the proof of Theorem 4, it would be possible to give a proof of the completeness of
33a + ft0 on singular orbits 0(a), different from those given in [8], [23].

Remark 5. As it follows from Reyman and Semenov-Tian-Shanski [30] (or by
straightforward computation) the equations (26), (27) are equivalent to the L-A pair

L(k) I/.(A). /Ilk!I

with a spectral parameter k, where L(k) kTp + i(x + k2b), A(X) Ty + iXb.
The integrals 0)23 are exactly the integrals arising from the L-A representation of
the system.
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